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SUCCESS stories often begin with the right place, with the right time, and with a group of thoughtful and determined people. This is true of the American Bar Association (ABA) and its promotion of the rule of law: from the Association’s humble beginnings in Saratoga Springs, New York, in 1878, to the fall of the Berlin Wall in 1989, and to the establishment of energetic and formidable rule of law programs that have had a dramatic impact all around the world. The ABA’s advancement of the rule of law has been an evolutionary journey that spans the globe and continues today. While this article is about the rule of law, it is also about commitment, generosity, and the human spirit.

When the ABA was formed more than 130 years ago, the legal profession as we know it today barely existed. Lawyers were generally sole practitioners who learned the trade by apprenticeship and dealt almost exclusively with domestic matters. Yet international law was the focus of one of the first seven committees established by the Association. From its inception, the ABA recognized the importance of international law in laying the foundation for what would become “one of the largest voluntary professional organizations” in the world. The ABA’s International Law Committee eventually developed into the International and Comparative Law Section in 1933, and its first chair was Professor John Henry
Wigmore, one of the greatest American legal scholars. The Section's name has changed a number of times over the years, but the ABA Section of International Law (SIL) has remained focused on its mission: promoting and advancing the rule of law in the world and enhancing the quality and outreach of the profession and of international lawyers worldwide. SIL has been involved in many central international legal issues throughout its history, including the relationship between international treaties and the U.S. Constitution and the formation of multilateral institutions such as the Permanent Court of International Justice, the World Trade Organization, the United Nations, and their predecessor bodies.

The Section was also instrumental in creating numerous international bar associations and law-related organizations, including the Inter-American Bar Association, the Inter-Pacific Bar Association, the American Society of International Law, and the International Bar Association. SIL’s global outlook also led to its early involvement in technical legal assistance projects to advance the rule of law around the world.

Today, SIL has more than 22,000 individual members in over 90 countries. It serves ABA members, the profession, and the public through Continuing Legal Education, publications, dozens of substantive committees, the International Legal Resource Center (a partnership with the United Nations Development Programme), outreach to the global legal community, interaction with the U.S. government, and policy development and advocacy.

Section leadership also led to the creation of the ABA’s Central European and Eurasian Law Initiative.

I. CENTRAL EUROPEAN AND EURASIAN LAW INITIATIVE

When the Berlin Wall came down, the leadership of the American Bar Association recognized that it was uniquely poised to help empower the new countries to create their own statutes, governments, and culture of
The former Soviet bloc countries were struggling to create new societies based on the rule of law. Today, the rule of law means many things. Its definition has been debated by scholars, politicians, activists, and lawyers for thousands of years. But at that moment in time, its definition was less complicated. For these new countries, the rule of law meant hope.

I was Chair of the ABA Section of International Law during this exciting period. It was a dynamic time in which these new states that had been in the Soviet sphere gained independence. But in the United States there was also continuing suspicion and distrust of communists and of the Soviet Union in particular. It was a challenge to respond to the international optimism, while also responding to the lingering domestic suspicions. Lawyers are not known for embracing change, and it was a radical notion at the time that the ABA would help promote the rule of law abroad. What was the benefit to Americans and to American lawyers? Could we build the trust necessary to be successful? A project for the American Bar Association to provide technical assistance to former communist countries was viewed with much skepticism both within the ABA and by the federal government.

The fall of the Iron Curtain was a new beginning for Central and Eastern Europe, and it was also the beginning of a transformation of the ABA in which it began to take a broader look at the world. In 1990, the ABA started the Central and East European Law Initiative (the name was changed, in its second decade of operation, to the “Central European and Eurasian Law Initiative”), most commonly referred to as CEELI.

The founding fathers of CEELI, the ABA’s first international rule of law program, were Talbot “Sandy” D’Alemberte, a former Dean of Florida State University Law School, who was President-Elect of the ABA at the time that the Berlin Wall fell, and Homer E. Moyer Jr., a Washington, D.C., lawyer, who was becoming the Chair-Elect of the ABA Section of International Law. Also crucial to this endeavor was Mark Ellis, a graduate from Florida State University Law School (where D’Alemberte had
been Dean) and twice a Fulbright Scholar at the Economic Institute in Zagreb, Croatia, who would become the Executive Director of CEELI for its first ten years.25

The “rule of law” was not an unfamiliar phrase when CEELI was founded.26 In fact, the United States had been celebrating the rule of law by way of Law Day observances every May 1 since the Eisenhower administration.27 Originally the idea of Charles S. Rhynne, ABA President in 1957—1958, Law Day is a day on which our nation reflects on the role of law as the foundation of America and recognizes its importance for a just and prosperous society.28 But as Moyer recently recalled in a conversation:

For many of us its definition was a converse one. I know it when I don’t see it. That is, we could identify the absence of the rule of law more easily than we could affirmatively define the rule of law. This allowed many communist and other repressive, authoritarian regimes to be classified as lacking the ‘rule of law’ or, more simplistically, as countries ruled by men, not laws.29

As the Berlin Wall fell, establishing the rule of law quickly became a primary objective of the newly established countries.30 Constitutions and statutes needed to be written, legal institutions needed to be created, and new expectations needed to be set for the social contracts that would exist between governments and the people. D’Alemberte approached Moyer with the radical idea that the ABA could help.31 The ABA leaders traveled abroad and met with people on the ground to see if these new countries would like help establishing their independence by asking the following questions: “Would they have any interest in hearing from American or even Western European lawyers about the law reform process? Would anyone have an interest, would they think it was inappropriate?”32 Their offer to provide technical assistance and expertise was met with great enthusiasm, and CEELI was quickly inundated with requests to help draft constitutions for several countries.33

The first country to ask for assistance was Bulgaria.34 Ellis, realizing
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that he had never drafted a Constitution before, sought advice from a colleague:

The professor said, “Mark, not a problem, I’ll get back to you in a couple of days with some thoughts.” And two days later, I received in the mail at my office a draft constitution and the headline was “The Republic of ______.” And throughout the 20 pages—perfectly written, I suspect within the context of constitutional law—was a document that had many blanks; CEELI would simply have to fill in the blanks with the name of the country we were assisting. I said to myself, “I don’t know much about constitutional drafting, but this is probably not the way we should go about it.”

The realization that this cookie-cutter constitution was a failure turned out to be a watershed moment, which would ultimately shape the most important work of CEELI and its legacy. Instead of drafting constitutions, CEELI would ask the country to provide a first draft, which CEELI would review in a peer-to-peer setting in the home country.

CEELI’s founding fathers felt strongly that in order to build credibility, it was important that the lawyer volunteers serve without an agenda or stratagem to drum up business. CEELI was launched based on three basic principles:

1. “CEELI is designed to be responsive to the needs and priorities of the countries of Central and Eastern Europe and the [New Independent States of the Former Soviet Union] not those of the U.S. participants or sponsors.”

2. “U.S. legal experience and traditions offer but one approach that participating countries may wish to consider. A variety of modes, including those of many civil law countries, offer alternative legal traditions that are also valuable sources of law.”

3. “CEELI is a public service project, not a vehicle for developing business opportunities.”

To ensure the success of the CEELI initiative, aggressive procedural and administrative safeguards were established.

CEELI’s conflict of interest guidelines are unique and are a fundamental element of this pro bono program. Participating countries have turned to CEELI with the expectation that their programs will not be animated by some of the mixed objectives that ad hoc offers of assistance sometimes carry. Consequently, participants in CEELI programs are expected to adhere not only to all applicable ethics codes at play in their respective jurisdictions, but also to the following conflict of interest guidelines:
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1. Program participants will not seek, receive, accept, or agree to receive any compensation (except for reimbursements of expenses and gifts and mementos given in appreciation by the host country) for legal services to be rendered in connection with any CEELI program, either personally or by another, as agent or attorney or otherwise;

2. Requests for additional legal assistance made to CEELI program participants will be referred to CEELI, and follow-up assistance will be coordinated through CEELI;

3. No private promotional activities may be undertaken during, or in conjunction with, any CEELI activity or on any visit to Central or Eastern Europe or the New Independent States of the former Soviet Union (NIS) funded by CEELI. This restriction includes, but is not limited to, the dissemination of firm or client brochures or other promotional literature with a view toward client development;

4. No more than one program participant from any single law firm may participate in any single CEELI program;

5. Program participants in any CEELI project must complete and submit to the Executive Director the CEELI Disclosure Form, which is intended to identify any economic or financial interest the participant has in, or relating to, the countries participating in the project that would create a conflict of interest or the appearance of a conflict of interest. Such forms will be reviewed to determine whether the participant involved would present unacceptable conflict of interest problems or appearances; and

6. Other questions relating to possible conflicts of interest, actual or apparent, or questions relating to any interests that program participants know, or have reason to believe, may reflect unfavorably upon, or cause embarrassment to, CEELI shall be referred to the Executive Director of CEELI for decision by the Executive Board.

7. For those participants serving as CEELI liaisons, the proscriptions are even stronger. Liaisons, for one year after the conclusion of their stay in the host country, agree not to:

   - Represent or otherwise provide services to, with or without compensation, any person or entity before a court, parliamentary committee, government agency, arbitration tribunal, or any other governmental proceeding in the liaison’s host country;
   - Represent or otherwise provide services to, with or without compensation, a government agency of the liaison’s host country before a court, congressional committee, government agency, independent agency, arbitration tribunal, or any other proceeding in the United States;
   - Act, with or without compensation, as agent or attorney to any person or entity in connection with a commercial matter transpiring in the liaison’s host country; or
   - Act, with or without compensation, as agent or attorney to any person or entity having a main place of business in the liaison’s host country in connection with a commercial matter transpiring in the United States or involving a business entity
organized or having a principal place of business in the United States.42

Under this framework, CEELI conducted its first technical legal assistance program on criminal law reform in the former Czechoslovakia in November 1990.43

Another significant turning point occurred one year later.44 A Colorado lawyer named Bill Meyer called Ellis to say that his law firm had given him a one-year paid sabbatical and he wanted to use this time to volunteer overseas.45 At the time, ABA lawyer volunteers for CEELI were flying in and out of Eastern Europe for a few days or weeks at a time.46 As Ellis recalled during a panel:

Well, I remember thinking “that’s just odd to me, a guy from Boulder, Colorado, wanting to do this[,]” and I put him off a bit but he kept calling me and badgering me. And I told Homer about it and said we’ve got this guy who wants to do a long-term stay, what do you think? And we finally decided, what the heck, let’s just let him do it. I was eager because I didn’t want him to continue to call me! So we sent him to Bulgaria, thinking that would take care of him fairly quickly!47

Meyer was sent to take up residence in Bulgaria.48 This turned out to be a providential assignment. Meyer made so much headway during his first month as a pro bono liaison that it was decided the program needed to fundamentally change.49 Instead of asking lawyers to work for CEELI pro bono for a week or two, they would ask that lawyers commit for a year or more.50 CEELI changed the ABA’s rhetoric about the rule of law to action. D’Alemberte has been quoted as calling this massive volunteer effort as “one of the ABA’s finest hours.”51

By the end of 1992, CEELI had:

• conducted 27 technical assistance workshops in Bulgaria, Romania, the Czech and Slovak Republics, Poland, Hungary, Yugoslavia, Albania, Lithuania, Armenia, Russia, Ukraine, Belarus, and Kazakhstan;
• held 4 legal training seminars;
• assessed over 120 draft laws from 17 different countries;
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• placed 21 long-term Liaisons and 25 Legal Specialists in the field, from Brno to Bishkek;
• hosted 41 law school deans from Central and Eastern Europe at 120 U.S. “sister law schools;”
• coordinated with the Soros Foundation in placing 27 students from the former Soviet Union in LLM programs in the United States; and
• employed over 600 American lawyers and judges as CEELI volunteers.52

While CEELI volunteers sacrificed their time, judges and lawyers in the Soviet bloc countries risked their safety and even their lives to establish the rule of law in their homelands.53 They held so much esteem and hope for the rule of law that the danger was worth it.54 For example, in 1995 a small group of judges from Sarajevo wanted so badly to meet with the U.S. experts who had drafted Bosnia’s new constitution that they embarked on a very dangerous journey.55 In order to meet with judges in D.C. (Bosnia was a war zone and far too dangerous), they spent nine hours traveling through a water-filled tunnel, then crossed a mountain range, and rode in a car without lights to avoid gunfire, before finally getting on a plane to Washington, D.C.56 They met with CEELI’s volunteer lawyers day and night for more than a week.57 As Ellis recollected in an essay:

I thought how easy it would have been—and understandable—for them to stay and seek refuge in our country. But they did not. They gathered their meager belongings and boarded a plane back to Europe and repeated the same journey back home—over the mountains, past the snipers, into the darkness, through the tunnel, through the terror.58

Months later the judges were sworn in before hundreds of people with tear-stained faces, a moment Ellis still talks about today and says he will never forget.59 It was an extraordinary moment of hope.

More help was needed and enormous progress was made in subsequent years as Europe’s map continued to change: Czechoslovakia experienced its “velvet revolution” and split into two countries; Yugoslavia fractured; and the Soviet Union dissolved.60 In 1995, CEELI expanded into Asia and the new Balkan republics.61 The transition process for reform, insti-
tution-building, and changes in attitude was neither quick nor simple for the many countries served by CEELI. 62 And the progress propagated more work, from reviewing dossiers on suspected war criminals to working on gender issues, instituting practice-based programs in overseas law schools, to creating media law reform projects. 63 By the end of the first decade, more than 5,000 lawyers, judges, and legal scholars had volunteered their time and expertise in assisting the establishment of lasting changes in the democratic institutions of the countries of Central and Eastern Europe and the former Soviet Union. 64

Robert A. Stein, who served as the ABA’s Executive Director and Chief Operating Officer from 1994 to 2006, 65 said, “I’ve been present when presidents of several countries, some with great emotion, have said that their nation would not be the effective democracy it is without the work of American lawyers and judges who come in to assist in developing those structures in the country.” 66

Indeed, the work of CEELI reflects the very best qualities of the ABA and American lawyers. The accomplishments of CEELI are attributable to a confluence of factors: the right time, the right place, and most importantly, the right group of people with the vision, commitment, and indefatigable dedication that D’Alemberte, Moyer, Ellis, and the thousands of volunteers and staff members brought to this project.

II. ABA RULE OF LAW INITIATIVE

“The ABA established the [Rule of Law Initiative (ROLI)] program in 2007 to consolidate its five overseas rule of law programs, including the [CEELI] . . . . 67

Over the past two decades, ABA [ROLI] has learned that strengthening the rule of law is only possible through collaboration with host-country partners who share [the ABA’s] commitment to delivering justice, fostering economic opportunity and ensuring respect for human dignity. Such norms are not only sown and nurtured in law schools and courtrooms, but everywhere that people live, learn and labor. While fostering the traditional components of a transparent and fair justice system—including empowered legal professionals, efficient courts, and well-drafted and effectively implemented legislation—remains central to [the ABA’s] work, promoting the rule of law extends beyond the courthouse. [ABA ROLI’s] recent work is marked by new initiatives that, for example, touch upon key needs,
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in the areas of health, economic development and media rights. 68

“Since 1990, ABA ROLI has operated programs in nearly 100 coun-
tries worldwide.” 69 While [ABA ROLI] implement[s] [its] technical as-
sistance programs with host country partners in a wide array of
substantive areas, including commercial and property law reform, [its] ef-
forts are concentrated in” the following core “thematic areas”:

“Access to Justice and Human Rights”;
“Anti-Corruption and Public Integrity”;
“Criminal Law Reform and Anti-Human Trafficking”;
“Judicial Reform”;
“Legal Education Reform and Civic Education”;
“Legal Profession Reform”; and
“Women’s Rights.” 70

In many countries and regions, ABA ROLI programs are cross-cutting
initiatives that address several programmatic priorities and that establish
partnerships throughout the broad communities in which it works.

[ABA ROLI] increases access to justice, for example, through the
provision of legal aid for the indigent in Armenia and for survivors
of sexual and gender-based violence (SGBV) in the Democratic Re-
public of Congo (DRC). Among other efforts, [ABA ROLI] strives
to uphold human rights by empowering lawyers . . . to meet the
needs of people with disabilities in China and of lesbian, gay, bisex-
ual and transgender citizens in Russia.

ABA ROLI public integrity programs include efforts that prepare
Panamanian police officers to work under an accusatorial justice sys-
tem and that conduct anti-corruption trainings in Moldova and in
Morocco. [ABA ROLI’s] criminal law reform programs train legal
professionals—from Georgia and Tajikistan to Mexico and Peru—as
they implement new criminal procedure codes. [ABA ROLI’s] anti-
human trafficking programs in Azerbaijan, the Solomon Islands and
elsewhere expand services for survivors while improving governmen-
tal responses.

[ABA ROLI] works with judges and court personnel in Egypt, Haiti,
Kazakhstan and the Philippines, among other countries, to improve
judicial operations through systemized training, procedural reforms
and technological advances. Additionally, ABA ROLI collaborates
with law schools worldwide to upgrade curricula, to establish clinical
legal programs and to encourage skills-building activities, thereby
preparing the next generation of legal professionals. [The program]
educate[s] youth and adults, including in the [Democratic Republic
of Congo (DRC)] and in Jordan, about their rights and responsibili-
ties, along with threats to their safety and liberty.
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ABA ROLI also supports the legal profession by offering technical assistance to bar associations, formalizing continuing legal education regimes and promoting legislative reforms, including in countries undergoing historic transitions such as Libya and Tunisia. And finally, [ABA ROLI] foster[s] respect for women’s rights and encourage[s] full participation of women in the legal profession by supporting programs that educate communities on women’s rights, that train legal professionals to better respond to SGBV and other areas of law that disproportionately affect women and girls, and that establish mentoring programs for young female legal professionals.71

ABA ROLI’s most robust, well-funded, and well-regarded project in recent years is in the DRC.72 In April 2010, the United Nations Special Representative for Sexual Violence in Conflict, Margot Wallström, described the DRC as “the rape capital of the world.”73 It is estimated that since armed conflict began in 1996, “nearly two million women have been raped in the DRC.”74 This is a terrifying rate of one woman victimized nearly every minute.75 Most victims do not have the funds to go to court.76 Many victims do not even know that it is possible to go to court.77 Some of the victims are small children.78 Very few rape survivors ever see justice.79

The ABA ROLI programs in the DRC seek to combat this impunity by providing free legal and psychological counseling to victims, by training justice sector professionals, by educating communities on the changing laws to protect women and victims of sexual violence, and by supporting local bar associations, human rights groups, and women’s organizations.80

ABA ROLI has a mobile clinic—the first of its kind81—that helps to provide justice to the most vulnerable people in the most remote regions
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of the DRC. The mobile clinic brings immediate action and hope to the victims, according to our staff and volunteers on the ground. This program has helped hundreds of survivors, and it has succeeded with an unprecedented number of rape convictions.

The project has addressed the long-term capacity of the judicial system to adjudicate SGBV crimes by training justice sector professionals on the laws and criminal procedures governing sexual violence crimes. Local justice sector professionals, including lawyers, judges, military auditors, and police are trained on the laws and criminal procedure governing SGBV crimes, and on how to correctly handle such crimes. ABA ROLI recruits lawyers from the North Kivu Bar and local non-governmental organizations. “[T]he North Kivu Bar Association [has even] created a mechanism by which pro bono lawyers will provide free legal services to victims who cannot afford it.”

In addition to legal and counseling services, all victims referred to the ABA ROLI office are tested for HIV/AIDS or other infectious diseases and receive follow-up care with ABA ROLI’s local partner, HEAL Africa hospital. An ABA ROLI-executed outreach campaign informs potential victims of existing legal and health services through referral systems, radio and TV spots, and articles.

According to the 2013 ABA ROLI Annual Report, the DRC “program has operated 19 legal aid clinics to assist SGBV survivors in securing legal, psychological and medical assistance” since 2008. ABA ROLI has “provided pro bono legal counseling to” well over 10,000 “SGBV survivors and [has] helped file” more than 7,700 “cases with local authorities, resulting in” more than 1,200 “trials and” hundreds of convictions. “Other ABA ROLI activities” detailed in the 2013 report included:

- facilitating 62 mobile courts in remote areas of eastern DRC;
- supporting the digitization of court records and the creation of the first SGBV case-law database;
- creating an early warning system to enhance civilian protection;
- conducting 2,737 SGBV-related public and media outreach activities;
- training 1,974 justice sector and civil society representatives;
- providing scholarships to 26 women law students; and
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ABA ROLI’s DRC program is a striking example of how much our assistance programs have grown to respond to the special needs and circumstances of various regions and to ensure justice is delivered to some of the most vulnerable populations in the world.

Today, ABA ROLI implements legal reform programs in more than 60 countries in Africa, Asia, Europe and Eurasia, Latin America and the Caribbean, and the Middle East and North Africa. ABA ROLI has roughly 700 professional staff working in the United States and abroad, including a cadre of short- and long-term expatriate volunteers who, since the program’s inception, have contributed more than $200 million in pro bono legal technical assistance. [ABA ROLI’s] local partners include judges, lawyers, bar associations, law schools, court administrators, legislatures, ministries of justice, human rights organizations, and civil society representatives.

III. THE WORLD JUSTICE PROJECT

As Bill Neukom began preparing for his year as president of ABA, the Association’s rule of law endeavors were robust, far reaching, and growing. Yet, something was missing. Neukom, who had served as the principal legal counsel for Microsoft for almost twenty-five years and was the chairman of the Gates law firm in Seattle (now K&L Gates), wanted to fill that gap. For the 2007–2008 presidential year, he envisioned an initiative that was truly outside the book. He sought to expand conversations about the rule of law to a wider audience, to take it beyond judges, lawyers, and legal scholars, and to bring it to the mainstream. The rule of law is an essential underpinning of any thriving society, yet the connection between the rule of law and economics, health, education, the environment, and basic human rights was not being made outside of the legal community. Neukom wanted multidisciplinary coalitions for justice, including doctors, educators, engineers, faith communities, and more, to become the norm. In an address to the ABA House of Delegates, Neukom said, “We can learn more and accomplish more when we erect a big tent and fill it with round tables for informed deliberation—when we create an environment in which ideas and contributions are judged on their merits.”

In addition, he aspired to define the rule of law, beyond the thin description of procedural law, in a way that would be accepted across...
cultures worldwide and that could be catalogued. Some people told Neukom, “Don’t take this on, it’s not possible,” recalled Claudia Dumas, who was the first executive director of the World Justice Project. But he was determined. Neukom pulled together an extraordinary cadre of past and future ABA leaders, and his idea received a strong endorsement from other organizations and leading experts from around the globe, including members of the U.S. Supreme Court, leading foreign jurists, and other important world leaders who cared about the rule of law and social justice, including Desmond Tutu and Ashraf Ghani.

The concepts of mainstreaming, inclusion, and scholarship were the bedrock for the World Justice Project (WJP). Starting in 2006, the WJP held “multidisciplinary outreach meetings . . . in Africa, Asia, Europe, Latin America, and North America.” In an unprecedented effort, it “brought together senior leaders from more than 71 countries, representing [diverse] fields” from architecture and the arts to media and the military. Educators, engineers, business people, public health, public safety officials, and more participated in these meetings, unanimously concluding that the rule of law is essential to the success of their communities. The participants also provided comments on the WJP’s Rule of Law Index, which now “measures how the rule of law is experienced in everyday life in 99 countries around the globe . . . .” It is the most comprehensive index of its kind and the only one to rely solely on primary data.

The inaugural World Justice Forum was held in Vienna, Austria, in July of 2008, and included high-level experts from around the globe. Since that initial conference, WJP has become a wealth of information on the impact that law and government have on human rights issues around the world. WJP focuses its work on analyzing different factors that contribute to successful “rule of law” societies, for example, government accountability, access to fundamental rights and justice, open government, and regulatory enforcement. While WJP deals with complex issues, it has sought to create a system of measurement that is easy to understand and interpret.

WJP maintains four general principles must be present in a country with a successful rule of law system: (1) “[t]he government and its officials and agents are accountable under the law”; (2) “[t]he laws are clear,
publicized, stable and fair and [they] protect fundamental rights;” 108 (3) laws are created, applied and enforced through an accessible, fair, and efficient process; and 109 (4) “competent, independent and ethical” advocates are available to provide access to justice (think public defenders). 110 According to the project, this also means there should be enough of these advocates to serve the population, and they should have adequate resources to do the job. 111

The World Justice Project was truly a unique ABA project due to its engagement of stakeholders from a variety of disciplines around the world and its active network of governmental and non-governmental leaders from all areas of society. In 2009, the World Justice Project became independent from the ABA. 112 The WJP is fulfilling its mission. “We believe that we have made an impact in broadening the constituency,” Executive Director Juan Carlos Botero said in a recent conversation. 113 “You see the WJP definition [of the rule of law] in all corners of the planet.” 114 WJP is involved in the conversations surrounding the post-2015 United Nations Development agenda and other important global initiatives that recognize the critical importance of a stable and functioning justice system.

Over the years, WJP has helped incubate more than 100 program on five continents. 115 One idea, developed in Lima, Peru, and inspired by the initial World Justice Forum in 2008, has made pivotal changes for the country. 116 The Peruvian Society for Environmental Law (SPDA) had been a largely unknown nonprofit working to integrate environmental considerations into governmental policy when its leadership attended the Forum in Vienna. 117 The SPDA realized that it was not having the impact that it wanted and was inspired to take a multidisciplinary approach. 118 SPDA started a website and hired a journalist; now five years later, it is the leading source of environmental news throughout the country, appearing on television news and radio in Peru and neighboring countries. 119 SPDA works to strengthen the rights of individuals and communities to a healthy environment through a multidisciplinary, ground-up approach, often with transnational collaboration and citizen

---
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The project works to protect the underprivileged and has given a voice to indigenous communities in remote areas who were largely underrepresented in the country’s policy-making process. The work of SPDA has cultivated the power of environmental law and is now routinely referenced in national and international policy discussions and decisions. The former CEO of SPDA, Gerardo Manuel Pulgar-Vidal Pedro Otálorá, is the current Minister of Environment of Peru, largely as a result of the website’s success, according to the World Justice Project staff who recently made a follow-up visit.

IV. CONCLUSION

The American Bar Association’s promotion of the rule of law has seen a gradual transformation, but the transformation is still not complete. While the ABA’s international activities continue to cover more ground and increase in size and scope, one thing remains constant: the determination and energy of our members, volunteers, and legal partners abroad.

When I was chair of the ABA Section of International Law, I was surprised by the extent to which lawyers, judges, and law enforcement officials were at risk of violence and yet were determined to see that the rule of law prevail. Sandy D’Alemberte, Homer Moyer, Mark Ellis, Bill Meyer, Bill Neukom, and the judges from Sarajevo, all whom I have mentioned in this text, are among the many fearless and idealistic people who are forever connected through this inspiring display of the human spirit and the commitment to the rule of law. As Moyer recalled recently via email:

We, of course, never anticipated that CEELI would have the broad impact it has had or that it would evolve into a continuing, global project. I credit that to the continuity of an exceptional, far-sighted Board; remarkable, committed volunteers; a gifted and effective Executive Director who guided the project’s first decade; ABA leaders who supported the project, gave it independence, and protected it from ABA bureaucracy; and the fortunate timing of a historic series of events that provided volunteers with the opportunity to engage in a unique form of public service and to work with the kinds of issues that confronted the drafters of our own Constitution 200 years before.

CEELI was a grand experiment, hatched at the right time and the right place, with the generosity, experience, and spirit of ABA members committed to promoting the rule of law. The World Justice Project was considered by some to be an impossible mission, but with Neukom’s leadership and buy-in from within the ABA and from business and politi-
cal leaders around the world, it quickly became a great success. These projects could not have been achieved without intense personal and individual involvement and commitment. Thousands of people have been involved in the ABA’s rule of law efforts over the years. And while we may only have a chance to honor a few of them in the way that they deserve, their work leaves an indelible mark of progress and hope for a more just and equitable world sustained by the rule of law.